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Centenary of the First Dominion of Canada
Currency
By Walter D. Allan

1870 proof note Of the 25e design.

1870 proof note of

1870 proof note of

the $1 design.

the 82 design.

One hundred years and a great many events have
passed into Canadian history since the young Dominion
issued its first paper currency as The Dominion of Canada.
Three notes were issued during the year of 1870-25c,
81 and $2 denominations. The first issue was the 25c
note of March 1st, apparently designed to help overcome
the shortage of silver coinage which existed at that time.
Following this came the 81 and $2 notes dated July 1,
1870. Some distrust of the chartered bank notes then in

circulation probably prompted the government to con-
tinue the issuance of small denomination notes following
the acceptance of the previous government-backed notes
of the Province of Canada in 1866. At the same time
it pre-empted the issuing of notes of less than 85 value
by the chartered banks so that the general population could
have complete confidence in the paper currency values
then in popular use, namely the one and two dollar
denominations.
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1870 reverse of 25c note.

From the illustration of the 25c design one can
readily discern all the essential details of the first issue
dated March 1st, 1870. The central vignette portrays
"Britania wearing a Phrygian cap" symbolic of British
dominion. The note is approximately 2 1/4 by 4 1//a inches
but varies slightly as the notes were cut by hand from
what is believed to have been a sheet of 10, but this has
not been confirmed. Two separate dies were used for
the face—one for the overall black-on-white design
including the engraved signatures of W. Dickenson, for
Minister of Finance, and T. D. Harington, for Receiver
General; the other for the green overlay which consists
of the large "25" counters appearing to the right and
left of Britania.

There are two main sub-varieties which, as far as can
be determined, merely designate a newly engraved
master dye from which the plates were made. These
are denoted by the letters A and B which appear on
some notes immediately under the "0" of 1870 at the
left side of the note. Various minor varieties have been
recorded; these are due mainly to the position of the
green counters in relation to the rest of the design, some
being slightly higher or lower than others due to slight
misalignment of the sheets when the overlay was added.
Large and small A and B's have also been seen, but
these would be significant only to a specialist collector.

The back of the note consists of several joined,
intricate lathework panels with a horizontal oval cen-
trally located containing the caption "Redeemable on
presentation at Montreal, Toronto or St. John." The
entire printing is green. The denomination "25" appears
in various forms eight times on the face of the note but
does not appear on the back. No serial numbers were
used on this issue, and no plate letters or numbers have
been found.

Illustrated here is a proof $1 note of July 1st, 1870,
with vignettes of Jacques Cartier to the left and of
"Canada" in the centre. The only difference from the
actual note is that the serial numbers are omitted. These
are normally found at the top to the right and left of
"Dominion of Canada." The central vignette is No. 5
in the British American Bank Note Co. original listing
of vignettes but is designated as No. 37 in the die sample
book. Their list gives this engraving the title "Canada."
The same vignette, slightly larger, with the word "Can-

ada" omitted from the design on the globe, has been
used on some stock certificates, such as those of Canada
Packers and Canada Vinegars, as well as on a litho-
graphic reproduction for Canada Gypsum and Alabastine.
This engraving is British American No. 532.

The Jaques Cartier portrait is No. 8 in their list of
engravings. This vignette is found on several other
Canadian bank notes and cheques, especially those of
La Banque Jacques Cartier and La Banque Nationale.
both early Quebec chartered banks.

The $1 note, like the 25c was printed in basic black
on white with an apple green overlay of the two large
7's to right and left of the central vignette and below
these two large green One's on either side of a green
oval containing a black One.

As in the majority of instances, these notes were made
up from different engravings of vignettes, lettering, scroll-
work, and geometric patterns done by different special-
ists. They were then combined to produce the master
die or plate. In this case, plates of four notes of the
same denomination were made for both the one and two
dollar issues. All four notes on one sheet were given
the same serial number, the only difference being the
plate letters A, B, C, D, which appear in the field at the
far right and left ends of each note. When issued, the
notes were countersigned with pen and ink vertically at
the left end.

The reverses of both the one and two dollar notes
were similar, with joined, intricate lathework panels
surrounding the denomination counters and the central
panel which indicated where the note was payable—
Montreal, Toronto, Halifax or St. John. An interesting
discovery made while researching these notes consisted
of proof reverses for both denominations with Victoria
in place of the above cities. This was engraved in
1871 apparently as an afterthought or due to political
pressure from the west ( British Columbia) which, in
fact, joined the Confederation in 1871. Never used, it
is proof plate No. 517 of the British American Bank
Note Co.

The serial numbers for the $1 and $2 notes of this
issue, as well as the following 1878 issue were done
according to the following system:
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1870 reverse of $2 note.

Die proof of the CANADA vignette on the $1 note with British American Bank
Note Co. imprint.

Proof impression of the CANADA vignette with the name removed as used on stock
certificates.
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Proof impression of the ('artier portrait on the $1
note; British American Bank Note Co. vignette

No. 8.

Notes with reverse Montreal—Serial numbers in blue
Notes with reverse Toronto—Serial numbers in red
Notes with reverse Halifax—Serial numbers in black
Notes with reverse St. John—Serial numbers in black

As with the 25c, note the signatures were engraved
on the primary plate; that is, the one with the main
design and vignettes. Both notes measure approximately
7 1/8 by 3 inches.

A short history of the explorer Jacques Cartier will,
I believe. show ample reason why he appears on the
one dollar note and will be of some interest to those
readers from other countries. Jacques Cartier was the
hardy French sailor and master pilot who sailed from
St. Malo. his birthplace on the coast of Brittany, in
1534, under the auspices of the King of France (Francis
II.  In the summer of that year he planted a cross
bearing a shield with three fleur-de-lys, the symbol of
French dominion, in the soil at Gaspe Bay. He returned
to France but the next year he again crossed the
Atlantic and sailed further up the great river to the
Indian village of Stadacona, now Quebec city, and then
to Hochelaga. now Montreal. another Indian settlement.
He was the first European to ascend the St. Lawrence
River and was told of the three "countries" of Saguenay,
Canada, and Hochelaga. It was not until a later voyage
in 1541 that he returned to this area and sailed up the
St. Lawrence to the mouth of the Cap-Rouge River where
he built a small fort and wintered there.

All the engravings of Jacques Cartier after a likeness
from a portrait in the town hall in St. Male painted
about 1839. This likeness was confirmed in some degree
in 1908 by the finding in an ancient house in Cap-des-
Rosiers, a village near the mouth of the St. Lawrence,
of a ship's wooden medallion on which a man's portrait
was carved in relief. On the back were the initials J. C.
and the date "1704." Perhaps both were copied from
some earlier painting, now lost. For the next 60 years

Die proof of the Wolfe portrait on the $2 note with
British American Bank Note Co. imprint.

the great valley of the St. Lawrence remained a land of
mystery, but its discoverer will long be remembered.

The two dollar issue of 1870 is essentially similar to
the one dollar issue except for the vignettes used and the
denomination counters. The date. signatures, reverses,
and general format are all similar. The portraits are.
to the left, Major General James Wolfe, and to the
right, the Marquis de Montcalm. In the centre is a
seated Indian on a rise overlooking a train below. A
discussion of this issue would be incomplete without a
brief mention of the significance of the two great soldiers
depicted on it.

General Montcalm came to Canada in 1756 during
the Seven Years' War as commander-in-chief of the
French forces under Vaudreuil. Montcalm gained
control of Lake Ontario in 1756 and took Fort William
Henry on Lake George in 1757. He conducted the bril-
liant defense of Fort Carillon I Ticonderoga against
superior British forces. a victory honoured by the official
flag of Quebec, the "Drapeau de Carillon." He was in
his headquarters at Beauport when he heard that the
British under James Wolfe had scaled the heights and
were on "The Plains Of Abraham." In the ensuing
battle with the British forces, Montcalm was mortally
wounded and died the next day.

Major-General James Wolfe, born in England in 1727.
was placed in command of the British military expedi-
tion against Quebec. He had previously taken Louis-
burg, a strong French fort on the east side of Cape
Breton Island, and revived British hopes in America.
Quebec was a great fortress on the north hank of the
St. Lawrence on a lofty promontory. The shore was
strongly fortified with guns and trenches for six miles
to the east. West of the fortress the high, steep banks of
the St. Lawrence formed a natural barrier and were
also heavily guarded. Vaudreuil, the French governor,
foolishly made Montcalm withdraw from the heights
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Die proof of NOR WEST vignette on the S2 note with British
American Bank Note Co. imprint.

across the river. Wolfe seized the position and soon
had the city proper in ruins. An impasse between the
two forces lasted for weeks until finally Wolfe discovered
a narrow path up the heights. Wolfe then distracted the
French for several days and one night, under cover of
darkness, he and his forces landed at a cove (now Wolfe's
cove) and by morning were drawn up for battle on the
Plains of Abraham. The French were soon put to dis-
orderly flight, but Wolfe was mortally wounded and
died after giving his last order to cut off the retreat of
the enemy. Thus on this bank note are commemorated two
generals and the Battle of the Plains of Abraham which
led to the defeat of the French in Canada and the rise
of the British Empire in the New World.

The central vignette of the $2 note shows an Indian
overlooking a train. This vignette is titled "NOR
WEST" on British American die No. 46 but in their
listings is called "Indian and Civilization." The Nor
West die differs only in that the authorization above the
vignette is curved (see illustration 1 whereas on the note
it is straight. The train is perhaps significant in view
of the fact that a transcontinental railroad was promised
to British Columbia before it entered Confederation in
1871. It was 1885 before this promise was fulfilled
with the completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

In regard to the relative scarcity of the notes, the 25c
note with letter A is fairly scarce and rare in uncirculated
condition. The one and two dollar notes are very scarce
in any condition better than fine, with the Halifax and
St. John reverses being even rarer.

Any additional information on this issue would be
welcomed by the author. Many thanks are extended to
the British American Bank Note Co. for their assistance
in the preparation of this article.

(Editor's Note: The above article originally appeared in
the October, 1970 and January, 1971 issues of The Cana-
dian Paper Money Journal, W. H. McDonald, Editor. All
illustrations are from the author's collection, including

the proof impressions which were not shown in the original
article.)

New Bermuda Decimals
By J. Roy Pennell, Jr.

The new Bermuda decimal notes have been released
and are available to collectors from the "Crown Agents"
in England.

The new notes are issued in denominations of $1, $5,
$10, $20, and $50. Each note is printed in a different
color with multicolored backgrounds. The Queen's por-
trait and basic obverse design is the same on all of the
notes. The notes are quite attractive and appear to the
writer much more counterfeit resistant than our notes.
The reverses are different on each denomination. The
$20 reverse shows what is said to be the world's smallest
drawbridge. It is just wide enough for the mast of a
sailboat to pass through.

For years collectors have asked for a numismatic
agency similar to our Philatelic Agency. The British
"Crown Agents" have furnished Commonwealth stamps
for many years. They are now offering bank notes (only
Bermuda so far) on a trial basis. If there is enough
demand they will offer other issues later. Paper money
collectors now have a chance for a numismatic agency
on a "use it or lose it" basis. USE IT.

The charges are quite modest. A charge of face value
(Bermuda dollars are on par with U. S. dollars) plus
24c (2 shillings) for each note purchased. If funds are
remitted in other than English pounds, include 60c for
bank charges. If full sets of notes ($1-$50) are ordered,
you may obtain matched serial numbers.

Send your orders with your remittance to Crown
Agents Currency Note Sales, St. Nicholas House, Sutton,
Surrey, England.

(Photographs on Page 52)
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